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Abstract: Identifying critical components are of great significance to the overall reliability of
service-oriented systems (SOSs). As the size of the SOS increases, identifying critical components in
the process of predicting the SOS reliability can reduce the number of components that need to be
predicted and shorten the prediction time. Moreover, predicting the reliability of critical components
can also ensure the stability of the SOS. Therefore, we transform the relationships among service
components of the SOS into a service dependency graph. Then, an improved weighted LeaderRank
algorithm (IW-LeaderRank) is proposed to measure the importance of components and obtain the
sequence of critical components. Through experimental analysis, the method can accurately and
efficiently identify critical components in SOSs.
Keywords: ranking; LeaderRank; service dependency graph; critical components; service-oriented
systems (SOSs)

1. Introduction
Service-oriented systems (SOSs) are defined as loosely coupled software applications based on
service-oriented architecture (SOA) [1]. As service components in SOSs are usually provided by
different organizations, their reliability is also affected by the fluctuation of the Internet. At the same
time, a lot of resources need to be spent in the process of evaluating SOSs. Therefore, the reliability
prediction of the SOS is a major challenge [2]. In order to meet more needs, the scale of the SOS is
gradually expanding, and its complexity is also increasing. In recent years, massive methods have been
proposed to improve the accuracy of prediction, but ignored the problem of longer evaluation time.
Identifying critical components before predicting the reliability of the SOS can reduce computational
complexity and evaluation time. Therefore, identifying the critical components is necessary for
maintaining the stability of the SOS. Although the problem of identifying the critical components of
SOSs has been widely concerned, most of the existing methods [3] have not combined the two aspects
of the characteristics of the service and the relationships between the services. In order to pursue
better sorting results, this paper proposes an efficient method to identify the critical components of
SOSs. The improved weighted LeaderRank algorithm (IW-LeaderRank) is used to identify the critical
components of SOSs, which takes service propagation capability, service reliability, influence ability
and service heat into account. It is helpful to identify the most critical components accurately. Through
experiments, the advantages of the IW-LeaderRank are verified by comparing them with the existing
excellent algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work of critical
components identification. Section 3 provides the process of constructing service dependency graph of
SOSs. Section 4 introduces a new method of identifying critical components in SOSs, and explains
the calculation steps of this method. Section 5 describes the experimental process, and discusses our
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results by comparing the results with those of established algorithms. Finally, Section 6 draws the
conclusions of this paper.
2. Related Work
In order to identify the critical components in SOSs, the existing methods are generally studied
from two aspects: The importance measurement of system components and the analysis of software
system architecture.
There are many methods to measure the importance of components. Zheng et al. [4] produced
a ranking of services by taking advantage of the users past experiences and preferences between the
pairs of services. In order to reduce errors, Zhen et al. [5] applied the correlation between Quality
of Service (QoS) attributes to predict the QoS value of services to measure the services importance.
In reference [6], in order to improve the fault-tolerant ability of multi-tenant service-based systems
(SBSs), Wang et al. proposed a component importance measurement method based on quality analysis
of service components, multiple tenants’ preferences for multi-dimensional system quality, and the
service sharing across the tenants in the SBS. Although these methods can measure the importance of
components, they are unable to detect and exclude malicious QoS values.
Zheng et al. [7] thought the significance value of a component was determined by some factors
that invoke this component, such as the significance values of these components, how often the current
component is invoked by other components and the component characteristics. Then, two component
importance ranking methods were proposed. However, these methods do not consider the characteristics
of components, such as throughput, response time and so on, when calculating link weights. The above
measurement methods of component importance have their own limitations separately.
On the other hand, most of the traditional software key class recognition methods are based on
the network model. The purpose is to find out some special nodes which have more influence than
other nodes on the structure and function of the network [8].
Ding et al. [9] built software network models, identified important classes in software systems by
the h-index method. Wang et al. [10] believed that the importance of components should be assessed
not only in terms of their complexity, but also in terms of their influence. Both of them were affected
and contacted mutually. So the software class importance metrics Class-HITS algorithm was proposed
and a good sorting result was obtained.
In addition, the critical components can be found efficiently and accurately by analyzing the
dependencies among software classes. Mala and others [11] believed that the importance of software
classes can be ranked accurately through external metrics and internal metrics. The external metrics
were the dependency metrics which showed the dependency of each component with other components
and the internal metrics were comprised of the complexity level of each component itself. Şora et al. [12]
used fuzzy rules containing inputs class attributes to produce the best results, such as size, weighted
incoming dependencies, weighted outgoing dependencies and PageRank value.
There are many critical components identification methods proposed in software systems.
However, they are all measured unilaterally. Some literatures use centrality indexes to measure
the importance of the components location in networks and graphs. The others consider that the
measurement indexes only depend on the dependencies between the components. Most of the methods
do not combine the two parts together for more reasonable research.
3. Service Dependency Graph of SOS (SDGS)
3.1. Service Dependency Relationships of SOS
The service dependency relationships are based on the input/output parameters between the
services. In the SOS, the dependency relationships between the services can be differentiated according to
the interaction between the services’ attributes [13]. Therefore, service dependency relationships are
divided into three categories:
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Definition 1. (Complete dependency relationship). For two service i (vi ) and service j (v j ), if the attribute
values of vi is determined and the attribute values of v j is determined accordingly, this is vi → v j . Service v j is
said to be completely dependent on service vi .
Definition 2.
(Partial dependency relationship).
For service v1 , v2 , v3 . . . vm and v j ,
{v1 ∪ v2 ∪ v3 ∪ . . . ∪ vm } → v j . Then, service v j is partially dependent on service v1 , v2 , v3 . . . vm .

if

Definition 3. (Interdependence relationship). For service vi and v j , if vi → v j and v j → vi . Then, service vi
and service v j are interdependent.
Although these three relationships all have service dependence, they have different service
dependence intensity. In order to express it clearly, we can use the following definition to describe the
intensity of service dependency relationships.
Definition 4. (Service dependence intensity). It represents the intensity of the service dependency relationships
between service vi and service v j , its value is determined by the ratio of interactive attributes wi,j (formula (1)).
wi,j =

n
N

(1)

n is the number of attributes provided by vi to v j , and N is the total number of v j attributes.

3.2. Traditional Service Dependency Graph
The traditional service dependency graph is composed of attribute nodes (input/output) and
operation nodes (service), which is used to describe all possible input/output dependency relationships
between the services [14].
Figure 1 shows the dependence between service ‘searchHotel’ and service ‘reserveHotel’.
The rectangle in the figure represents the service, and the circle represents the input and output objects
of the service. ‘cityName’, ‘startDate’ and ‘endDate’ are the input of service ‘searchHotel’; ‘hotelName’,
‘price’, ‘title’, ‘location’ are the output of service ‘searchHotel’; ‘userPhoneNumber’, ‘userName’, ‘IDcard’,
‘hotelName’, and ‘price’ are the input of service ‘reserveHotel’; ‘hotelInfo’, ‘hotelPhoneNumber’, ‘location’
are the output of service ‘reserveHotel’. So, ‘price’ and ‘hotelName’ are both the output of service
‘searchHotel’ and the input of service ‘reserveHotel’. This is a service dependency relationship between
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Definition
5. (SDGS). SDGS = (V, E, W), where V = {v1 , v2 , v3 . . . vn } refers to the set of service components
of SOS, E = {e1 , e2 , e3 . . . en } refers to the set of dependency relationships among service components, which
can be divided into three categories: Complete dependency relationship, partial dependency relationship and

interdependence relationship. W = wij is the corresponding weight set of edge set E, indicating the intensity
of service dependency relationships.
For example, in Figure 3, users enter the system to register and login, and the system executes
service ‘register’ and service ‘login’. Users search hotels according to their needs and implement
service ‘searchHotel’. Users find suitable hotels to make reservation, and the system implements service
‘getUserInfo’ and service ‘reserveHotel’. During the booking process, the system calls the service
‘bank’ to make payment, and the payment result is returned to service ‘reserveHotel’. As service
‘register’ and service ‘login’, service ‘login’ and service ‘getUserInfo’, service ‘login’ and service
‘searchHotel’ are completely dependency relationships, and service ‘reserveHotel’ and service ‘bank’ is
interdependence relationship, the weight of all edges is 1. Meanwhile, service ‘getUserInfo’ and service
‘reserveHotel’, service ‘searchHotel’ and service ‘reserveHotel’ are partially dependency relationships,
the weight of edge (getUserInfo, reserveHotel) is 3/5 according to formula (1), and the weight of
edge (searchHotel, hotelRearch) is 2/5. Therefore, according to this graph, we can not only see the
dependency relationships among service components, but also understand the dependency intensity
of each relationship.

is interdependence relationship, the weight of all edges is 1. Meanwhile, service 'getUserInfo' and
service 'reserveHotel', service 'searchHotel' and service 'reserveHotel' are partially dependency
relationships, the weight of edge (getUserInfo, reserveHotel) is 3/5 according to formula (1), and the
weight of edge (searchHotel, hotelRearch) is 2/5. Therefore, according to this graph, we can not only
see the dependency
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critical service components represents the reliability of the SOS, and reducing the reliability of critical
important to maintain the structure and functionality of the entire system. The reliability of critical
service components has a great impact on the whole system. Based on the SDGS, this paper uses
service components represents the reliability of the SOS, and reducing the reliability of critical service
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node j. iterates t times. N is the number of nodes in the network after removing the ground node.
which
N +1 a
ji
LRi (t + 1) = ∑ out LR j (t)
(2)
k
j =1 j
(3) Repeat step two. When the number of iterations tc is constant, the LRi (tc ) value will converge
to a fixed value. Remove the ground node, and distribute the ground node value to other nodes evenly.
Finally, the LR value of node i is as follows.
LRi = LRi (tc ) +

LR g (tc )
N

(3)

The results of the LeaderRank algorithm can be converged to a stable value, especially for large
complex directional networks.After the LeaderRank algorithm sorts all the nodes in the network,
the results show that the LeaderRank algorithm rank is better than the PageRank algorithm. And the
robustness of the LeaderRank algorithm makes more tolerant noise data [19].
In order to improve the accuracy, many papers have proposed the improved LearderRank
algorithm. Qiao Li et al. [20] believe that nodes with greater in-degree get more values from the
ground node. Therefore, the weight of the edge between nodes and the ground node is related to the
in-degree of the node itself. In fact, the weighted LeaderRank algorithm can’t solve all the problems.
Therefore, many solutions have been proposed in recent years, such as combining node propagation
ability [21,22], considering the strength of association between the nodes [23].
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In summary, the LeaderRank algorithm and the weighted LeaderRank algorithm play an important
role in node ordering. Although many documents are properly improved, these methods are still not
comprehensive enough. For example, when combining the propagation ability, the characteristics of
the node are not analyzed. And when considering the influence of multiple factors, the calculation time
becomes longer, and the balance point of accuracy and efficiency is not reached.
4.2. IW-LeaderRank
Since the SDGS has been transformed into a weighted graph, the original LeaderRank algorithm
has been improved to a weighted algorithm. Considering that service components in SOSs have
different service heat (H (i )), service components with high heat need more attention. When observing
the reliability of the SOS, we find that the reliability value of each service component has a different
influence on the fluctuation of the system reliability value, then, we add the service reliability
influence ability (SDi ) in the process of iteration. In addition, many studies have shown that service
components have different propagation [21,22], when calculating the LeaderRank value, we introduce
the Betweenness centrality (BCi ) to control the service propagation capability. Symbol explanations are
shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Symbol explanation.
Symbol

Interpretation of Meaning

H (i )

Service heat, that is, the frequency of service components being invoked in SOSs.

SDi

Service reliability influence ability, that is, the ability of service component reliability to
influence the reliability of SOSs.

BCi

Betweenness centrality value of service.

In the SDGS, the service vi points to the service v j , that is vi → v j , which represents the service v j
depending on service vi . Therefore, in order to calculate the dependency of components, the SDGS
adjacency matrix should be transposed before identifying critical components. The service node can
be regarded as a web page and the dependency between the services is regarded as a web page link.
The formula of the IW-LeaderRank is as follows.
N +1

LRi (t + 1) = H (i ) ×

∑

j =1

a ji × w ji
N +1

× LR j (t) × γ × SDi

(4)

∑ a js × w js

s =1
N

LR g (t + 1) = H ( g) ×

∑

j =1

a jg
N

× LR j (t) × γ × SDi

(5)

a jg + ∑ a js × w js
s =1

LRi = LRi (tc ) +

LR g (tc )
+ BC (i )
N

(6)

Formula (4) is the nodes iteration process, when node i and node j have edges, the aij value is 1,
and otherwise the value is 0. Where w ji and w js are the weight of the edges between the nodes, and the
ground node is interdependent with other nodes, so the weight of the edge is 1. The iteration process
of the ground node is simplified to formula (5). Formula (6) is the calculation of the final value of
LeaderRank except the ground node.
4.2.1. Weighted LeaderRank Algorithm
When calculating a service LeaderRank value, since each edge connected with it has a weight,
the LeaderRank value of the service cannot be equally distributed to its out-degree node. Actually,
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it should be distributed according to the weight. The larger the weight is, the larger the value of the
service. The improved weighted iteration process can be seen from formula (7).
N +1

LRi (t + 1) =

∑

j =1

a ji × w ji
N +1

× LR j (t)

(7)

∑ a js × w js

s =1

In the above iteration formula, service v j is the in-degree node of service vi , service vs is the
out-degree node of service v j . When calculating the service vi LeaderRank value, the value of service
vi gets the value from service v j by weight ratio each time.
4.2.2. Service Heat
In the SOS, each service component has its own functions. But there will be a big difference in
their service heat. Usually, the service component with high heat is more important. For example,
as bicycle-sharing is more popular nowadays, many tourism SOSs provide shared bicycle service.
We assume that the usage frequency is higher in spring and summer, and the service hot is larger.
Therefore, shared bicycle service is more important at this period. In order to improve the accuracy of
sorting, we add the service heat factor to optimize the algorithm. Its calculation formula is as follows.
H (i ) =

ui
N

(8)

∑ uj

j =1

ui is the number of times service vi is used, that is, the number of times the service vi interface is
called. N is the number of components in the system. Statistical time intervals can be selected based on
component usage and system component structure changes, ranging from approximately one week to
several months.
4.2.3. Service Reliability Influence Ability
The impact of different service reliability fluctuations on the overall system is different, the more
influential the service, the more important it is. When the reliability of a service decreases, the reliability
of the whole system decreases, which indicates that the reliability fluctuation of a service will lead to
a greater risk. Therefore, the reliability of the service should be predicted first. If the reliability is lower
than the threshold, it should be replaced reasonably.
The historical reliability of components is divided into 1, 2, 3, . . . m as time segments, the reliability
variation of components in each segment is calculated, which is represented by RIi (u). RIi (u) =
Rc (u) − Rc (u − 1), RIi (u) > 0 stands for increased reliability and RIi (u) < 0 for decreased reliability.
Rc (u) is the reliability of this service in phase u. Referring to the previous literature [24–26], we found
that the reliability of services can be calculated according to response time, throughput, and the
failure data of Web services in the past. In this paper, formula (9) is used to calculate the reliability of
service. Based on this formula, the corresponding time reliability variation of the SOS is calculated,
which is expressed by RI ϕ (u), RIφ (u) = Rφ (u) − Rφ (u − 1). By calculating the change of m time
segments, the historical reliability change of service components and the SOS form two curves:
c = RIi (1), RIi (2) . . . RIi (m), s = RIφ (1), RIφ (2) . . . RIφ (m). The influence of the reliability fluctuation
of each component on the reliability change of the whole system is obtained by using the standard
Euclidean distance formula. The smaller the value, the closer the two curves are to each other,
the greater the impact of service components. The calculation formulas of Rc (u) and SDi are as follows.
Rc ( u ) = e−θ ·t(u)

(9)
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n
θ is the failure rate, θ = N
. n is the number of service errors in fragment u, N is the total number
of times the service is invoked. t(u) is the length of fragment u.

v
u 
u m RIi (u) − RIφ (u) 2
SDi = D (c, s) = t ∑
su
u =1

(10)

su is the standard deviation. The degree of influence of the service reliability can be adjusted by γ,
the appropriate ratio is selected according to the actual situation of the SOS.
4.2.4. Service Propagation Capability
In addition, the importance of the service component depends on the component’s position in the
SDGS. The closer the service is to the center of the SDGS, the further the error propagates, the more
important it is. According to the literature [21], it is found that the metric of the LeaderRank algorithm
does not consider the node propagation ability. In order to solve the above problems of the algorithm,
a BCi factor-balancing algorithm is added. The performance of the BCi reflects the position of a node
in the graph. It means the number of times a particular node is the shortest path member between the
other two nodes. The calculation formula is as follows.
BCi =

ni

∑ gstst

(11)

s<t

where gst is the shortest path number of node s and node t, nist is the shortest path number of node s
and node t passing node i. The greater the Betweenness centrality value of wi service is, the greater its
influence and the closer its relationships with other services.
The process of IW-LeaderRank is as follows.
Algorithm 1: IW-LeaderRank
Input: SDGS Adjacent Transfer Matrix, Number of Service Calls, Service Thermal Coefficient γ
Output: Components LeaderRank Value Sequence
1. Calculate the service heat of each component in the SOS according to formula (8)
2. Calculate the service reliability influence ability of each component in the SOS according to formula (10)
3. ∆ ← 1
4. while (∆ > 10−5 ) do
N +1

5. LRi (t + 1) = H (i ) × ∑

j =1

6.
7.
8.
9.

a ji ×w ji
N +1
∑ a js ×w js
s =1

× LR j (t) × γ × SDi

∆ = abs(LRi (t + 1) − LRi (t))
t ← t+1
END
Calculate the service propagation capability of each component in the SOS according to formula (11)

10. LRi = LRi (tc ) +

LR g (tc )
N

+ BC (i )

11. return LRi

The IW-LeaderRank can get the ranking of service components in the SOS, the more advanced
the service, the more important it is. In order to get the candidate critical components, filter the service
component ranking list and select the top-k component as the candidate critical components.
5. Evaluation
This paper takes the tourism SOS as the experimental object. The tourism SOS is designed and
implemented in our laboratory. It mainly includes map navigation, hotel reservation, scenic spot
introduction, ticket purchase and other functions. Its system service components are mainly obtained
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from service websites, like programmable web (https://www.pro-grammableweb.com). The SDGS
consists of 58 nodes and 136 edges.
5.1. Comparison of Centrality Index
In statistics, the Kendall Rank correlation coefficient is a statistical value used to measure the
correlation between the two random variables, often expressed in the Greek letter τ. The Kendall
correlation coefficient can be used to measure the similarity of critical component sequences of different
SOSs. So, the correlation between the IW-LeaderRank and other Centrality Indexes can be compared.
The value range of τ is between −1 and 1. When τ is 1, it means that the two sequences of critical
component have consistent rank correlation; when τ is −1, it means that the two sequences have
completely opposite rank correlation; when τ is 0, it means that the two sequences are independent of
each other. The Kendall Rank correlation coefficient is generally calculated in three ways. Because
the measurement results of service components may be the same, this experiment adopts the formula
Tαυ − b, that can exist the same value. The result of which is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Tαυ − b value comparisons.
Correlation
Method
Degree
Closeness
Betweenness
PageRank

Tαυ−b

0.05

0.553
0.322
0.676
0.864

yes
yes
yes
yes

The second column of Table 2 is the result of the Tαυ − b comparison between the IW-LeaderRank
and Degree centrality, Closeness centrality, Betweenness centrality and PageRank centrality. Since
the three indexes except PageRank centrality are undirected graphs, the direction of edges can be
neglected in calculation. Through the significance test, it is found that the IW-LeaderRank is strongly
positively correlated with the four measurement methods at a significant level of 0.05, which shows
that the algorithm is feasible. The results of ranking similarity show that the IW-LeaderRank is close to
Betweenness centrality and PageRank centrality.
5.2. Comparison of Effectiveness
The IW-LeaderRank in this paper is compared with the following excellent algorithms:
FTCloude1 [7], G-NWD [9], FLC-4 input [12], weighted LeaderRank (W-LeaderRank) [20].
5.2.1. Recall Rate
In order to compare the differences in the importance of identification between this method and
other methods, the recall rate is used as the evaluation criteria. Its calculation formula is as follows.
recall =

W∩K
K

(12)

In formula (12), W is the critical component set identified by the evaluation method and K is the
critical component set known in the SOS. The recall rate is the ratio of the number of identified correct
critical components to the number of all known critical components in the SOS.
Figure 4 shows the changes in recall rates of various methods for identifying critical service
components in the tourism SOS. FTCloude1 and W-LeaderRank are ineffective in identifying critical
components. The reason is that these methods only focus on dependency relationships among
components and do not further analyze the differences of relationships, so they can not better
distinguish the importance of components in ranking. The recall rate of the FLC-4 input method is
higher than the G-NWD. Overall, these two methods have better recognition effect. The results of the
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According to Figures 4 and 5, we can see that our new method has certain advantages. With
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Therefore, we need to select the appropriate Top-k component as the critical components of the
system. Through experiments of literature [27], it is found that for all systems, the most important
classes always rank in the top 10, almost independent of tools. Similarly, the most important service
components are at the top. Therefore, we need to identify more critical service components in order to
ensure the reliability of the system.
In the following table, comparing the recall rate and precision rate of each method by top 20%—top
60%, we found that the top 40% component is a better choice; it is suitable to be the critical component
of the tourism SOS. According to Table 3, we can see that the recall rate of each method has a great
improvement between top 20% and top 40%. In addition to the W-LeaderRank method, other methods
have a certain increase at each stage. Although the recall rate between top 40% and top 60% is
increasing, the increase is not significant and tends to be stable. At the same time, we find from Table 4
that the precision of top 20%–top 40% is gradually decreasing, because the number of components
is greatly increasing with the increase of top proportion. So the precision is gradually decreasing.
The precision of top 40%–top 60% is also declining gradually, but the decline is not significant. Tables 3
and 4 show that top 40% is the ideal proportion. The recall rate and precision rate results of top 40%
are good, so, we can use the IW-LeaderRank method to measure the results of top 40% as the critical
component of the tourism SOS.
Table 3. Comparing statistical results of recall rate.
Recall Rate (%)

Method
FTCloude1
FLC-4 input
G-NWD
W-LeaderRank
IW-LeaderRank

Top 20%

Top 30%

Top 40%

Top 50%

Top 60%

45.5
63.6
54.5
54.5
72.7

54.5
72.7
63.6
54.5
81.8

72.7
81.8
72.7
72.7
91.0

81.8
81.8
81.8
72.7
91.0

81.8
91.0
81.8
72.7
91.0

Table 4. Comparing statistical results of precision.
Precision Rate (%)

Method
FTCloude1
FLC-4 input
G-NWD
W-LeaderRank
IW-LeaderRank

Top 20%

Top 30%

Top 40%

Top 50%

Top 60%

43.1
60.3
51.7
51.7
69.0

34.5
46.0
40.7
34.9
51.7

34.5
38.8
34.5
34.5
43.1

31.0
31.0
31.0
27.6
34.5

25.9
28.7
25.9
23.0
28.7

6. Conclusions
In this paper, the service propagation capability, the service reliability influence ability and the
service heat are integrated into the LeaderRank algorithm, an IW-LeaderRank algorithm is proposed
to identify the critical components of SOSs. This paper contributes to the following:
Because of the different dependency intensities among services, an SDGS is constructed to
represent the interaction between the components by adding weights to dependency relationships.
Using this graph can better measure components importance.
The IW-LeaderRank algorithm is proposed to identify the critical components of SOSs. Through
this method, the critical components sequence can be obtained effectively, the prediction time can be
reduced and the system reliability can be guaranteed.
The experimental data in this paper is limited. In the future, different scales of the SOS will
be used to validate the effectiveness of this method; we will verify the value of the IW-LeaderRank in
more practical environments.
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